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In May 2014, a data leak of more than thirty million customer
records related to about 40 lenders and more than 50 credit
reporting agencies was discovered by an employee at credit
reporting agency Equifax. The leak included names, birth
dates, Social Security numbers, addresses, and transaction
information. For Equifax, it marked the third such incident in
four years. Equifax disclosed the breach in September, days
after almost seven million individuals were affected. The
breach compromised credit data of U.S. consumers, including
social security numbers. More than a dozen consumer groups
filed a joint lawsuit against Equifax on November 21, arguing
that the company failed to notify consumers for months after
discovering the breach. The company agreed to pay $70
million in fines to the U.S. Federal Trade Commission and the
individual consumers, who together will receive $20 million.
As a result of the incident, a consortium of financial services
companies announced that they would no longer support the
use of social security numbers. In September 2014, security
researchers at Quo Vadis Labs discovered a sophisticated
spear-phishing attack against a Midwestern manufacturer.
Within hours of the discovery, Facebook announced a
separate attack that compromised the e-mail addresses and
phone numbers of a small number of users of its service.
Facebook stated that the attack resulted from the posting of
a fake job offer that linked to a malicious URL and was
subsequently passed through to users by others. The hack
was also discovered by third-party security researchers who
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notified Facebook. Facebook disabled the malware and
deleted the personal information of the affected users.
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In November 2015, more than half a million Twitter users
were affected by a Twitter phishing scam. The scam used a
fake iOS App Store to try and trick users into downloading
malware. Only a few people paid the $100 installation fee,
but those who did installed malware on their phones and
became part of a botnet. In October 2016, researchers at

FireEye said at least 30,000 users had their SMS messages
sent to the phone numbers used by the attackers. If the users
had their phones unlocked while the attackers retrieved the

messages, they could be used to log into the victims'
accounts. In January 2015, a domain name investor

discovered that a hacker had used his domain through which
to commit a number of attacks. The domain registrar noticed
suspicious activity on the domain and contacted the investor,
who discovered that servers had been created on the domain
and then left up and down for five months. The servers were

used to pull more than $1.4 million from victims' bank
accounts. In October 2016, British telecommunications firm
TalkTalk was hacked by the group that came to be known as

Carbanak, which ran the email accounts of UK banks and
other firms. This led to the theft of numerous bank accounts.
Carbanak was part of a larger network of hackers that the FBI
suspected was in operation since at least 2009. The hackers

used "watering holes" in which they placed websites that
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were either vulnerable or took over by exploiting a
vulnerability in the website. Targets included the Polish

telecom firm SuperWeb, the Brazilian Web hosting company
Site5, and the online travel company Momondo. 5ec8ef588b
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